This dissertation paper presents the main contributions to the design and the implementation of a Cloud-RAN solution. We concretely address the two main challenges of Cloud-RAN systems: real-time processing of radio signals and reduced fronthaul capacity. We propose a multi-threading model to achieve latency reduction of critical RAN functions as well as an adapted functional split for optimizing the transmission of radio signals. We model the performance of the proposed solution by means of stochastic service systems which reflect the behavior of high performance computing architectures based on parallel processing and yield dimensioning rules for the required computing capacity. Finally, we validate the accuracy of the theoretical proposals by a Cloud-RAN testbed implemented on the basis of open source solutions, namely Open Air Interface (OAI).
I. Introduction
The emergence of the virtualization technology plays a crucial role in the evolution of telecommunications network architectures, notably by enabling Network Function Virtualization (NFV). This is clearly a groundbreaking evolution in the design of future networks and IT infrastructures, which will eventually be completely merged. NFV moreover promises significant economic savings as well as more flexible and accurate management of resources. NFV precisely consists of decoupling network functions from their hosting hardware. Network operators are thus able to instantiate on the fly Virtualized Network Functions (VNFs), which appear as software suites running at various network locations in order to meet customer requirements.
The main goal of this PhD thesis [1] is to investigate the performance of VNFs by considering a driving use case. In this PhD, we have chosen Cloud-RAN, introduced in earlier papers (see for instance [2] ). Cloud-RAN notably presents ramifications in terms of network design and is emblematic in terms of performance. The design of Cloud-RAN includes (i) the analysis in terms of architecture, (ii) the identification of Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) that reflect the performance, (iii) the decomposition of global network functions into elementary components, (iv) the dimensioning of cloud resources by taking into account the scheduling strategy and (v) the validation of the theoretical models by means of a testbed implementation.
Cloud-RAN aims at virtualizing and centralizing higher-Radio Access Network (RAN) functions in the network while keeping lower-RAN functions in distributed units (near to antennas). These two nodes, so-called respectively, Central Unit (CU) and Distributed Unit (DU) by the 3GPP enable flexible and scalable functional splits which can be adapted to the required network performance. In addition, the co-location of CUs with Mobile/Multi-access Edge Computing facilities opens the door to the realization of low latency services, thus meeting the strict requirements of Ultra Reliable Low Latency Communications (URLLC) [3] .
The implementation of Cloud-RAN actually raises many issues, in particular with regard to the network architecture (CU/DU placement, required bandwidth for the fronthaul, etc.) as well as to resources allocation (required computing capacity for processing real-time radio signals in the cloud). The collocation of various virtual Base Band Units (BBUs) in the cloud however enables the possibility of joined radio resource allocation for interference reduction and data rate improvements. Similarly, the centralized base band processing of radio signals in the cloud allows applying resource pooling and statistical multiplexing principles when allocating computing resources. These claims are in the core of this study.
Furthermore, we notably focus on improving the processing time of virtual RAN functions in the aim of increasing the front-haul time-budget (distance between DU and CU), and as a consequence to reach a higher aggregation of virtual radio cells in the Central Office (CO). In this work, we particularly propose a multithreading model based on parallel processing to reduce the runtime of encoding/decoding functions on general purpose computers. Beyond low latency processing, we introduce an adapted functional split in order to keep the most resource consuming RAN functions (namely, the channel encoding/decoding function) in the CU while optimizing the required fronthaul capacity.
For dimensioning purposes, we specifically introduce a batch queuing model, namely the M [X] /M/C multiservice system, to assess the needed processing capacity in a data center while meeting the RAN latency requirements. The model particularly considers the execution of base band functions under the principle of highperformance parallel programming on multi core systems, i.e., parallel runnable jobs are executed at the same physical instant on separate cores. In addition, we studied the M [X] /M/1 P S for modeling the parallel processing in concurrent environments, i.e., when various jobs share a single processing unit by interleaving execution steps of each process via time-sharing slices (also referred to as time-slots) [4] , [5] .
In order to confirm the accuracy of the theoretical models, we perform numerical experiments using statistical parameters captured from the Cloud-RAN emulation while using Open Air Interface (OAI), an open-source solution which implements the RAN functionality in software. Beyond simulation, as a proof of concept, we implement the proposed multi-threading models in a OAI-based testbed. Performance results show important gains in terms of latency which make true the promises of fully centralized Cloud-RAN architectures and enable the cloudification of critical network functions. This paper is organized as follows: In Section II, we introduce a general analysis of Cloud-RAN and the design guidelines for implementing a Cloud RAN solution. In Section III, we model the behavior of Cloud-RAN by means of stochastic service systems for dimensioning purposes. The theoretical models are validated in Section IV, we notably describe a proof of concept and the main performance results. Concluding remarks and research perspectives are presented in Section V.
II. Cloud-RAN Analysis and Implementation
Guidelines Cloud-RAN, also referred to as C-RAN, aims at implementing the whole base-band processing of radio signals in software while keeping distributed antennas and gathering BBUs in a CO. A virtual BBU implements in software all network functions belonging to the three lower layers of the E-UTRAN protocol stack. These functions mainly concern PHY functions as signal generation, IFFT/FFT, modulation and demodulation, encoding and decoding; radio scheduling; concatenation/segmentation of Radio Link Control (RLC) protocol; and encryption/decryption procedures of Packet Data Convergence Protocol (PDCP), for the down-link and up-link directions [6] , [7] . In Cloud-RAN systems, the whole base-band processing of radio signals must meet strict latency requirements (namely, 1 millisecond in the down-link direction and 2 milliseconds in the up-link).
Virtualizing network functions and running them on distant servers raise many issues in terms of performance and network control. The case of Cloud-RAN exemplifies the complexity of virtualizing real-time network functions, however virtualizing and orchestrating an end-to-end mobile network involves additional intricate issues (see for instance [8] ).
A. Fronthaul analysis
One of the main issues of Cloud-RAN is the required bandwidth to transmit radio signals between the BBUpool (namely, CUs) and each DU placed near to antennas. When considering current used transmission protocols as Common Public Radio Interface (CPRI), the required fronthaul capacity strictly depends of the number of virtual radio cells hosted in the data center (CO) and not of the traffic in the cells.
The fronthaul capacity problem relies not only on the constant bit rate used by CPRI [9] but on the high redundancy present in the transmitted I/Q signals. Many efforts are currently being devoted to reduce optic-fiber resource consumption such as I/Q compression [10] , nonlinear quantization, sampling rate reduction, and even, packetization of CPRI. Several functional splits of the physical layer are also being an object of study in order to save fiber bandwidth [11] , [9] . The required fronthaul capacity for the various functional splits considered by 3GPP is analyzed in [12] . It turns out that the required fronthaul capacity significantly decreases when the functional split is shifted after the PHY layer or even after the MAC layer [11] , however, these architectures do not enable exploiting the advantages of the base band centralization.
In the following, we focus in a fully centralized RAN architecture that processes the most resource consuming base band functions in the cloud. In view of the analysis carried out in [1] , [12] , we adopt a bidirectional intra-PHY split (referred to as Functional Slit VI). This split centralizes the channel encoding/decoding functions and keeps the modulation/demodulation functions near to antennas. As shown in Figure 1 , the split transmits hard bits in the downlink and soft bits (real and not binary values) in the uplink. The soft bits represent the Log-Likelihood Ratio (LLR), i.e., the radio of the probability that a particular bit was 1 and the probability that the same bit was 0. (Log is used for better precision). The split notably enables a significant gain when comparing it to the initial CPRI solution (the required fronthaul capacity in the downlink is then up to 100 Mbps. when using normal cyclic prefix and the maximum modulation order supported in LTE) [12] .
The hard/soft bits are encapsulated into Ethernet frames and transmitted by fiber links. Namely, Radio over Ethernet (RoE) is considered by IEEE Next Generation fronthaul Interface (1914) Working Group as well as by the xRAN fronthaul Working Group of the xRAN Forum. The proposed functional split is under development on the basis of OAI code (see [13] ).
B. Runtime analysis
Beyond the hard real-time constraints involved in the base band processing of radio signals, the major per- formance problem of Cloud-RAN is due to the nondeterministic behavior of the channel coding function. Much of this variability is due to radio channel conditions of User Equipments (UEs) attached to the base station, the data load per UE, as well as the amount of traffic in the cell. The above observations raise fundamental questions with regard to conceiving virtual RAN functions and dimensioning the required computing capacity to execute them in the Cloud. To achieve important gains in terms of latency, we have introduced a multi-threading model for executing the channel encoding/decoding function by means of massive parallel processing in a multi-core system. Enabling parallelism as much as possible and avoiding chaining when designing VNFs are fundamental principles to gain from the available computing resources. Chaining impacts are analyzed in [14] . The proposed threading model uses the fact that radio sub-frames are composed of Transport Block (TB) whose content belongs to a single UE for running UEs in parallel. In addition, when the size of a TB is too big, it is segmented into shorter data units, referred to as Code Blocks (CBs). A CB represents the smallest processing unit, which can be executed in parallel. As shown in Figure 2 , VNFs (e.g. vBBUs) appear as a chain of sub-functions which are executed on the top of the virtualization layer while sharing the available computing resources. A global scheduler is in charge of allocating the capacity of servers.
III. Cloud-RAN modeling for dimensioning purposes
A. Job scheduling
We model parallel runnable jobs of VNFs as batches arriving at a processing facility composed of several cores. The objective then is to select the best scheduling strategy to meet latency requirements. In this PhD thesis, we have considered several scheduling solutions (under greedy, round robin and dedicated principles) which can apply to a large range of virtualized network functions. Detailed results are not presented in this paper but can be found in [14] . For Cloud-RAN, we have specifically considered two queuing models:
· M [X] /M/C as an illustration of greedy disciplines (batches are queued and the head of line job is served as soon as a core is available); · M [X] /M/1 Processor Sharing (PS) as a round robin strategy (all jobs are treated in parallel, there is no delay before accessing servers, but jobs receive an equal share of the global capacity). The two above strategies respectively illustrate parallel and concurrent computing. In parallel computing, each job runs on a single core and only one at any instant [4] . Conversely, concurrent computing enables the simultaneous execution of jobs on a single core by overlapping timeperiods; this leads to Processor Sharing (PS) models [15] , [16] . However, the drawback of processor sharing is in that multitasking on the same core requires context switching and memory splitting, which may considerably increase the latency.
In the framework of the present PhD thesis, we have obtained new results for both models. The sojourn time of a job in the M [X] /M/1-PS queue has been obtained in [16] ; we have acquired the probability survival function of the sojourn time, which has enabled us to derive the tail of the probability distribution. This result extends a previous result obtained by Kleinrock et al in the 70's for the mean value [17] . The derivation of the sojourn time of a job is much more challenging as it involves correlations between the sojourn time of jobs. This issue is still under investigation.
For the M [X] /M/C queuing system, we have obtained the Laplace transform of the sojourn time of a batch (on the basis of [18] by Cromie et al ) and derived the tail distribution. We subsequently use this system to dimension the required amount of computing resources for the Cloud-RAN implementation, i.e., we use parallel processing in a strict sense so that jobs are simultaneously executed on separate cores avoiding latency introduced by time-sharing processors [7] , [6] .
B. Cloud-RAN modeling
From a modeling point of view, each radio element, Radio Remote Head (RRH), belonging to a Cloud-RAN system represents a source of jobs in the up-link direction; while for the down-link direction, jobs arrive from the core network, which provides connection to external networks (e.g., Internet or other service platforms). There are then two queues of jobs for each radio element (antenna, DU), one in each direction. Since the time-budget for processing down-link sub-frames is half of that for up-link ones, they might be executed separately on dedicated processing units. However, dedicating processors to each queue is not an efficient way of using limited resources.
For dimensioning purposes, we assume that virtual BBUs (notably, virtual encoding/decoding functions) are invoked according to a Poisson process, i.e., inter-arrival times of runnable BBU functions are exponentially distributed. This reasonably captures the fact that in Cloud-RAN systems there is a sufficiently great number of antennas, which are not synchronized. In fact, RRHs are at different distances of the BBU-pool, furthermore when considering no dedicated links, the fronthaul delay (interarrival time) can strongly vary because of network traffic. The occurrence of jobs then results from the superposition of independent point processes which justifies the Poisson assumption. The Poisson assumption is in some sense a worst case assumption with regard to fixed relative phases 1 .
The parallel execution of RAN functions on a multi-core system with C cores can then be modeled by bulk arrival systems, namely, an M [X] /G/C queuing system [19] . As shown in Figure 3 , we consider each task-arrival to be in reality the arrival of B parallel runnable sub-tasks or jobs, B being a random variable. Each sub-task requires a single stage of service with a general time distribution. The runtime of each sub-task depends on the workload as well as on the network sub-function that it implements. The number of parallel runnable sub-tasks belonging to a network sub-function is variable. Thus, we consider a non fixed-size bulk to arrive at each request arrival instant. The inter-arrival time is exponential with rate λ. The batch size B is independent of the state of the system. When assuming that the computing platform has a non-limited buffer, the stability of the system requires ρ = λE[B]/µC < 1.
We further assume that the processing time of a job is exponentially distributed with mean 1/µ. This assumption is intended to capture the randomness in the runtime of UEs due to the non-deterministic behavior of the channel coding function. When considering that the number B of UEs per subframe is geometrically distributed with 1 In the same way as an M/D/1 queue is "worse" with regard to waiting time than an i N i D i /D/1 queue. mean 1/(1 − q) (i.e., P(B = k) = (1 − q)q k−1 for k ≥ 1), the complete service time of a radio subframe is then exponentially distributed with mean 1/((1 − q)µ). The geometric distribution as the discrete analog of the exponential distribution capture the variability of scheduled UEs in a subframe. From the above analysis, the M [X] /M/C model enables the evaluation of the runtime of a subframe in a Cloud-RAN architecture based on parallel processing in a multi-core platform. The batch model as well as the analysis of the Markovian chain are presented in [20] . 
C. Cloud-RAN dimensioning
The final goal of Cloud-RAN modeling is to determine the amount of computing resources needed in the cloud to guarantee the base-band processing of a given number of cells within deadlines. For this purpose, we evaluate the M [X] /M/C model while increasing C, until an acceptable probability of deadline exceedance (say, ε). The required number of cores is then the first value that achieves P (T > δ) < ε, where T represents the sojourn time of a batch, δ is a prescribed deadline and ε is a tolerance for sojourn time exceedance and hence for the loss probability of an entire batch.
We validate by simulation the effectiveness of the M [X] /M/C model with the behavior of the real Cloud-RAN system hosting 100 Evolved NodeBs (eNBs) of 20 MHz during the reception process. As illustrated in Figure 4 , we observe that for a given ε = 0.00615, the required number of cores is C r = 151, which is in accordance with the real C-RAN performance, where the probability of deadline exceedance is barely 0.00018. When C takes values lower than a certain threshold C s , the C-RAN system is overloaded, i.e., the number of cores is not sufficient to process the vBBUs workload; the system is then unstable.
We have additionally studied the impatience criterion (which reflects RAN time-budgets). Results showed that impatience is not incident when the probability of deadline exceedance is low enough. See [20] for details. A worst-case analysis regarding the dimensioning problem was depicted in [21] .
IV. Proof of Concept

A. Testbed description
As a proof of concept, we have implemented on the basis of various open-source solutions notably OAI, an end-toend virtualized mobile network. This platform notably implements the proposed models and scheduling strategies. The parallel processing of both encoding (downlink) and decoding (uplink) functions is carried out by using multithreading in a multi-core server within a single process. Latency is considerably reduced since we avoid multitasking across different processes. The workload of threads is managed by a global non-preemptive scheduler. Each thread is assigned to a dedicated single core with realtime OS priority and is executed until completion without interruption. The isolation of threads is provided by a specific configuration performed in the OS which prevents from the use of channel coding computing resources for any other job.
As shown in Figure 5 , the platform is based on a complete separation of the user and control plane as recommended by 3GPP for 5G networks, referred to as Control User Plane Separation (CUPS), and implemented in b<>com's solution (Wireless Edge Factory, WEF). As virtualization engines we use KVM, OpenStack, and OpenDaylight. The radio element of the mobile network is performed by an USRP B210 card. Commercial smartphones can be then connected.
When a UE attaches to the network, the AAA (Authentication, Authorization, and Accounting) procedure is triggered by the MME; user profiles are validated by the HSS. When access is granted to the UE, the DHCP component provides it the IP-address. The end-to-end connection is assured after the creation of the GTP-U and GTP-C tunnels. The NAT component provides address translation and is deployed between the SGi interface and the Internet network. 
B. Performance Results
The behavior of Cloud-RAN in terms of latency when performing parallel processing has been evaluated by both simulation and testbed. The simulation considers a Cloud-RAN system of 100 eNBs running in a data center equipped with 151 cores (acquired with the M [X] /M/C model). Results lead relevant conclusions in terms of scalability. Figure 6 shows the CDF of the sojourn time of radio sub-frames when performing parallel programming. It is observed that more than 99% of sub-frames are processed within 472 microseconds and 1490 microseconds when performing parallelism by CBs and UEs, respectively. It represents a gain of 1130 microseconds (CB) and 100 microseconds (UE) with respect to the original system (nonparallelism). These gains in the sojourn time enable network operators to increase the maximum distance between antennas and the central office. Hence, when considering the light-speed in the optic-fiber, i.e., 2.25 * 10 8 m/s, the distance can be increased up to ≈ 250 km when running CBs in parallel.
The testbed implementation considers a single virtualized BBU (namely, an eNB of 20 MHz) and three UEs. As shown in Figure 7 , the testbed confirmed the accuracy of the performance gains obtained by simulation [20] . Decoding function shows a performance gain of 72, 6% when executing CBs in parallel. Results open the door for deploying fully centralized cloud-native RAN architectures.
V. Conclusion and Research perspectives
We have introduced in this PhD thesis a solution for implementing and dimensioning Cloud-RAN systems. The solution is based on parallel processing of the channel coding function in multi-core platforms. This principle significantly reduces latency of RAN functions and thus enables the distance between DU and CU to be significantly increased (achieving as a consequence a higher aggregation of eNBs in the cloud for taking advantage of resource pooling and statistical multiplexing principles). The proposed solution has been implemented on a testbed on the basis of OAI open source RAN code.
Furthermore, we have investigated and modeled two scheduling strategies which have led us to establish new results for two queuing systems (namely, the M [X] /M/C and M [X] /M/1-PS), both widely studied in the queuing literature. The M [X] /M/C can then be used to dimension the multi-core platform supporting the Cloud-RAN.
Beyond increased distance between CU and DU, we have designed an intra-PHY functional split (Figure 1 ) which enables the reduction of the required bandwidth in the fronthaul network. This split has been implemented on OAI code and exhibits excellent performance results in terms of bandwidth [13] . Since the bit rate between DU and CU is no more constant (in contrary to classical CPRI) it is envisaged to develop statistical multiplexing strategies between the radio and the optical layers in order to optimize the use of the bandwidth in the fronthaul [22] .
One major outcome of this PhD thesis is to show that critical RAN functions can be virtualized and then orchestrated as any other network function. In [8] , we have shown how a complete mobile network can be orchestrated with a carrier grade automation platform, namely the Open Network Automation Platform (ONAP), in the context of network slicing.
